Ecological Panic!				

Or, Writing From an Anxious Body
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What happens when what a body is folded into
wrecks you? This text is a hack at working through
being inhabited by the hope and hopelessness of
worlds (the tough glut of staying with everything
that crops up in a place) and at giving shape to
the reeling in my body when I’m bucked by the
dissonance of what is caught-together here. By now,
even the APA has let on that anxiety disorders—
often chalked up to genetic and biochemical
factors—are triggered in part by the entangled
always-aftermaths of precarity and ecological ruin.1
Anxiety names what it means to be vulnerable to
what worlds are being made. I want to try at thinking
anxiety as a mode of attunement to one’s own body
as both sovereign and nonsovereign—a being
ordered into this or that world that catches on what
a body is in or leaks into—to reclaim anxiety as an
involvement that can dream off into anticolonial
sovereignties predicated on the regeneration of
Earth. If we let it. If we let ourselves. To move with
the Earth, by dragging out the ways we’re with
it, responding to how things get killed and come
back—that’s what I mean by hope.
But, there is no purity, nothing to go back to. No
garden, as Donna Haraway says.2 What we are
is forever imbricated in vast contaminations and
makings-pure webbed, as Alexis Shotwell writes,
to real natural and colonial histories amped-up and
forgotten in the zealousness of Western science.3
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This is what I’m writing from: a place (like most
places) coming undone and being put back together
in ruinous ways. It’s too fast or too slow and I can’t
catch a breath. On each inhale, it feels like the
damage is more a part of me, animating me in fits
that do not—cannot—fit into what civilities are
expected. But neither am I immune to the overtures
of civilizing force, trying always to make everything
coherent, to instrumentalize, to make-portable, to
scale up to everything. And, on a good day, my body
holds a promise—if I just do it right (even though I
know there isn’t a “right” unsullied from everything
bearing down or out or into me). Even on my back,
dizzying into sleep, I feel a debt to the way things
are: ecologically, economically—as if transacting
with what I’m being made by is not already both,
is not already stacked against me and everyone
else (human or not) and the ways we are madecable. “Debt weighs on the matter of bodies and
subjectivities,” Greg Seigworth writes, it’s how we
“wear the world.”4 But even as what I owe to all the
worlds I’m stuck with barrels fast down on me, I
sweat out onto every surface, reminding me that
everything else is not impervious to me. But I don’t
know how to do it alone. To wear the world this way
can feel lonely.
The problem, as Shotwell charges, is that we’re
“[individually] called on to practice forms of
defence against our own vulnerability.”5 So, I’m
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rapid-fire typing symptoms into a search bar and,
algorithmically, entire world histories and the
specificities of their always-different places are
chiming in with competing ways to be a body:
Western, Eastern, genetically- or energeticallydriven, attenuated by pharmaceuticals or nourished
by phytonutrients. I do Buteyko breathing, vinyāsa
flow, try Ativan and cupping, get a B12 injection, and
watch ASMR videos on YouTube. Nothing sticks.
When I’m really in it I get drunk: just to tune in or
tune out, but it never really works and I wake up sore
with an apocalypse of thoughts buried into my joints
or my throat or the slow throb of my head. I’m all
shudders and starts and I can’t get anything done. I
can’t even do myself. Which is to say: in this anxiety,
it’s all undoings I’m stuck with. I hope it undoes into
something more, to be part of the Earth, just once, if
only until it cracks under our weight. I wonder if you
feel this, too.
Anxiety must be reclaimed from its status as
an “ugly feeling:” a theoretical catch-all that, as
Sianne Ngai discerns, crops up in deferments
of embodied negativity that somehow work to
immunize individuals from the mess we are in.6 And,
why wouldn’t we say anxiety this way: that we’re
part of this. There’s no way out, even with the most
gymnastic theory-making. Because, anxiety is not
a benign conceptual object, it’s a way of acting and
being acted on by a world that alters what relations
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bodies hold together—inhibiting some practices
of being a body and enabling others.7 Like “affect,”
“anxiety” is a word that labours to hold difference
across knowledge spaces (from intimate sites of
autoethnography to global neuroscientific claims)
and across embodiments (from the normative
ontologies of natural and social sciences to bodying
practices alien to the mainstream). Anxiety asks us
to wrestle with what we are calling on when we make
sense of being a body in a world. To be anxious is to
live out a crisis of knowing anything for sure. Instead,
we might be humble. If we let it.
But, then there’s hubris in my words: because, in
the ongoingness of anxiety or a hit of panic, the
hardened abstractions of natural and social sciences
are so easily collapsed by autoethnography. What
I’m trying to say, what I have to say, with contractions
and colloquialisms (in a casual manner of speaking),
doesn’t have to stay in italics or be blockquoted away
from the rest of what is making sense. Yes, I could
wax DSM-5 about the granularities of anxiety and
panic, how they’re codified and mapped to widesweeping domains of knowledge variously called
genetics or, worse, neuropsychology. But it’s a bit
like waffling over a blip between affect and emotion,
prepersonal and personal, or world and self. As if
being part of everything doesn’t provoke feelings
in earthly bodies of all makes, always being done
together. Let’s recalibrate what distinctions matter,
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now that everything is crashing down. Maybe pay
heed to a river’s groaning when it goes toxic—or to
ancient stories that mountains tell—but, no, their
necks are cleaved off in search of coal. Some things
aren’t worth getting anxious about. A blip and it’s
all gone.
To write from a body is to write from worlds. Yes,
from the data of my own ongoingness (for now),
but also from what worlds collide in the places with
which my body is being made. Writing from my
body means wrangling worlds as a living-out of
politics. Not worlds- or worldings-plural as if what
is forever mutually-contaminating and irrepressibly
simultaneous in its frictions could be nested neatly
or set side-by-side (an idea indebted to Anna Tsing
and Annemarie Mol).8 Because, even as they are
multiple, worlds are made-stable and mainstreamed:
either in brute geopolitics or the more or less
subtle atmospheres made in everyday practices
that carry forward some metaphysics, institutions,
and subjectivities and not others.9 Writing from
worlds-multiple, as Marisol de la Cadena, John Law,
Annemarie Mol, and other feminist science studies
theorists do, unearths a politics of what worlds
are being done in practices of becoming any kind
of body—human or not.10 Here is another intimate
anxiety: what worlds are being done where I am
bodies me with, as Mol calls it, a body-multiple.
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What my body is unfurls in a largely Westerncolonial world that debunks its own secularity
with every “god-trick” of brokering nature as
singular, predictable, and thus instrumentalizable
(as Haraway dicerns), while downplaying the
fraughtness of common life as merely multicultural—
as if we are all standing around arguing about the
same thing (this is what Bruno Latour calls “war
of the worlds”).11 And, more stealthily, even the
nonsovereignties of theoretical counterpractices like
process and vitalist thought (and the bodies they
make and are made by) can become authoritative
when they outperform other worlds and ways of
knowing in a place, enacting authority in their
institutional or methodological allegiances.12 But,
living in the Pacific Northwest—I am likewise being
made alongside worlds mistaken as “animist” with
salmon and cedar and their coastal Indigenous
peoples (human, river, mountain, mycorhizzal, and
the rest) in a universe of spirited matter, wherein
politics and culture are continuous with all worldly
life and nonlife and all earthly bodies are relentlessly
shapeshifting.13
Here is a fact of colonialism: worlds are born
asymmetrically, with more or less strife, some
stillborn and others violently imposed. What rises
up in specificity cannot simply scale up to a planet
so ancient—abstracted from pasts and presents in
a place. No matter how hard or how much we say it.
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And, still there are more worlds if you lean into the
contours of a place. In 1885, for example, a newly
confederated Canada levied a head tax on Chinese
families looking to land on the Pacific shores of a
nation where the Canadian Pacific Railway had
been freshly stretched from continental edge to
edge by what amounts to forced labour on the part
of each family’s sons. Then, an avalanche of antiasian fury in the 1907 riots or the Chinese Exclusion
Act of 1923. Even now Vancouver’s Chinatown
echoes forward with the past in tow: a blur of paintchipped Chinese seniors homes shadowed over by
a hunger for the sterility of condominium towers, no
colours, no benevolent societies, no apothecaries
spilling their husks early into the street. In 1914 the
Japanese steamship, Komagata Maru, was denied
entry to Vancouver and sent back to Calcutta.
The passengers were shot at by police under the
authority of the British Raj and twenty Sikhs were
killed. In Coal Harbour, the most manicured edge of
town, there’s a monument made of rusted metal, like
the husk of hull that just couldn’t get though. These
knotted pasts and presents oxidize and bleed into
everything here. And despite the violence, things
press on.
For an anxious body, these worlds are a gift. From
Coast Salish and diasporic Indigenous teachers,
I have learned the soothing pace of plants at
xwc̓ic̓əsəm Indigenous Health Research and
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Education Garden. To hold a medicine bundle of
tobacco or grandfather root when the grind of worry
sets in. I have learned of a sovereignty that knows
only porosity, moving with the Earth’s cycles and
the lives of crops, tides, and stars—accountable to
what endures in a place. From my doctor Gian, the
tip-off that in Traditional Chinese Medicine anxiety
is when the Zang organs are off-kilter: organs that
are not isolable units but motley concatenations of
flesh and emotion intimately bound to the world.
To be anxious is to know that Shen (the force that
connects everything) is disturbed.14 And there’s
more: in Indo-Canadian cultures of Ayurveda,
anxiety is an imbalance of Vata, the dosha that
moves prana or lifeforce into a body from air, water,
soil, plant, animal, heat.15
I can’t, though, shake the sadness of bodying with
all these gifts. How they are silenced in extractive
projects: from Indian residential schools and border
imperialisms to the tangle of pipelines and fracking
faults splayed out nearly everywhere here. To walk
through Chinatown toward the Downtown Eastside,
where every hour someone is dying from a fentanyl
overdose. To know that all this is beholden to the
Cascadia Subduction Zone and that one day the
Earth might take it all back. All these things that I’m
in, that are in me, in all the bodies that I have and
that we are together—it makes me anxious. And, I
just can’t catch my breath. Gasps are the alphabet
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of my theory, their long aspirations and hard
consonants trying to home back to the Earth.
If we let it.
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